This is What You Will Need For The Peaceful Cabin Christmas Card

Paper
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼”
2 pieces of Early Expresso Cardstock cut to 4” x 5 ¼ ”
2 pieces of Basic White Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5” one for the inside and one for the fox snowbank
1 piece of Basic White Big enough to stamp the cabin on
1 piece of Balmy Blue cut to 3 ¾” x 5”
1 small piece of Basic White Cardstock to stamp the Merry Christmas on about 1” x 3 1/2”
¼ sheet of Evening Evergreen to cut trees from
Stamps & Dies
Peaceful Cabin Bundle
Sparkle of the Season Stamp Set
Ink
Early Expresso Ink Pad
Uninked Stampin’ Craft Pad & Whisper White Refill --(This is the way it comes. You put the ink on
the pad when you get it)
Adhesive
Multipurpose Glue
Tools
Bone Folder
Paper Trimmer
Simply Shammy (to clean stamps)
Scissors
Stamparatus or choose acrylic blocks(a,b,c,e,h are recommended by Stampin’ UP)
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine will work for this project
Instructions
1. Fold and burnish on the score line of your card base. Burnish simply means to run a bone
folder over the fold of your card.
2. Measure and cut the pieces of cardstock.
3. Stamp the fox with Early Expresso ink about ½ or a little more from the bottom of one of the
basic white cardstock pieces. Take notice how the die is made to cut out fox and snowbank.
The fox is on the left side.
4. Using the Early Expresso ink pad stamp the cabin, and the two sentiment. Stamp Merry
Christmas on the piece of Basic White measuring 1” x 3 1/2”. Also stamp the cabin on a piece
of Basic White about ½ of a quarter sheet. Then stamp the inside sentiment on 1 piece of
Basic White Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5”.
5. Using the Blender brush and the Whisper White Ink Pad blend over the Evening Evergreen
piece of cardstock.

6. Using the 3 small trees cut about 3 sets of trees from this cardstock. Only use what you want
to when gluing them to your card,
7. Place die over fox and run through the die cutting machine. Next use the cabin die to cut out
most of the cabin. Trim away the snowbank.
8. Take your scissors and Cut the Merry Christmas sentiment apart and trim as shown in the
picture.
9. Now you are ready to assemble your card. Glue the snowbank with the fox to the piece of
Balmy Blue cut to 3 3/4” x 5 ”. Next glue the Merry Christmas in the upper right corner.
10. Glue the cabin in place. Remove the tree trunks by clipping with your scissors. Lastly glue
the trees around your cabin and under your sentiment.
11. Now glue this piece to one piece of the Early Expresso cut to 4” x 5 ¼ ”.
12. Lastly glue this front panel to your card base. Make sure you turn it the correct way.
13. Now take your inside sentiment and glue to the other piece of the Early Expresso cut to 4” x 5
¼ ”.
14. Glue this piece to the inside of the card.
All done!

Stampin’ UP does not sell these but they are very helpful in card making
Reverse tweezers with pointed tip
Tombow Mono sand and rubber eraser combo
Adhesive Remover (2”x2” block”)

